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Strengths and Weaknesses of SAP Analytics Cloud 
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SAC as a New Analytics Solution from SAP 
SAP Analytics Cloud (SAC) today is one of the most marketed products from SAP. It is also clearly one of 

the most invested products that gets quarterly updates and refreshes with new functionality and fixes.  

At a first glance SAC reminds me of a powerful Excel spreadsheet in the cloud with Predictive and 

frontend application design capabilities. It does have a limited ETL functionality, but the main focus of 

SAC is a user-friendly BI tool for analytics and visualizations.  

Here are a few points and concepts that from my subjective point of view characterize SAC: 

• BI, Planning and Predictive in one platform 

• Imported vs. Live data connections 

• Limited ETL, data preparation to be done prior to SAC 

• Datasets (flat structure) vs. Data Models (hierarchical, dimensions, measures) 

• Integration with R – visualizations for stories 

• SAP wants to expose complex data science algorithms to business users in a simple way 

 

SAC standalone vs. Embedded in S4 

 SAC standalone SAC Embedded in S/4HANA 

Import data Cloud or On-premise data 
sources can be replicated in SAC 

Not possible importing data 
directly from external sources, 
only via S4 

Live data connections Most functionality supported by 
data import also applies to live 
data connections 

Only connections to S4 models 
(ABAP CDS views);  

Running on S4 tenant 

Prebuilt dashboards/stories; 

Leverage existing 
authorizations 
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Strengths and Weaknesses (SAC version from Jan. 2020) 
Cool Features and Capabilities 

• Bookmarks – a way to save and share a current state of story navigation 

• Calculations (restrictions, formulas, aggregations, etc.) 

• Calculated Dimensions formulas  

• Measure based dimensions 

• You can create conditional calculations in Modeler based on dimensions and their properties 

• Visual readiness for multiple screens/devices 

• Public Dimension master data with attributes, text, hierarchies can either be loaded or 

maintained directly in SAC 

• Easy ways for managing Public Dimensions by creating attributes (properties), hierarchies, 

populating master data and immediately consuming them in models/stories is a huge win! (In 

SAP BW similar scenarios require more complex approach using BW workspaces)   

• You can set up a set of calculations for a business model that can be reused in multiple stories 

• You can set up your own Points of Interest (locations, lines, shapes) and use them in a geo map 

by adding it as a point of interest layer in the map, or by creating a Map Filter to filter locations 

within a certain distance of one of the points of interest 

• Easy ways for interlinking objects in a story 

 

• SAC Application Designer – a way to build powerful web applications (like Lumira Designer) 

• Custom widgets and apps are available in the Application Designer 

 

• Export to Excel is rather easy to do from the story with a few clicks 

• NLP to search insights: conversational way to interact with data 

• Business Content for S/4HANA (models, stories, dashboards) 

• Export/Import of stories and content via a Zip file (e.g. Development to Production) 

• Integrated Business Planning capabilities  

 

• Integrated Smart Insights, Smart Discovery, Smart Predict 

• Smart Discovery vs. Smart Predict:  

o Both use APL libraries 

o Discovery – which dimensions are influencing the target column? More likely to be used 

by business user; works on BI Models 

o Predict goes deeper, top influencers, also what value ranges are influencing – additional 

analysis, allows applying risk probability, P&L simulation capabilities on risks; not that 

easy for business users; works on datasets 
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Limitations 

General  

• Help videos are often out of date or refer to prior versions 

• In certain operations we can experience a poor response time when modelling in the cloud (wait 

after each click/operation)  

 

Report/Story Design  

• Complex report structures are hard or impossible to make, e.g. time-based structures applied to 

multiple measures (many Bex /BW Query capabilities are missing) 

• Zero suppression limitations (e.g. Structure/GL Account)  

• No compounded dimension/characteristics 

• No time dependent attributes 

• User exit variables like in BW queries are not available 

• Formatted table-like reports line by line (e.g. formatted P&L) are possible but with limitations: 

sorting calculated measures in a table/chart is done using an internal ID which is automatically 

assigned by the system. Sort custom order option is available under dimension in the story, but 

it is not easy to maintain (with updates to Calculations sorting order changes and requires 

manual fixes after every update) 

• Table structure with selections is possible to create for one key figure at a time using 

restrictions/calculations. To apply the same structure to another measure you need to recreate 

all lines or create a copy of the story 

• Constant Selection option in Restricted Calculations does not function the same way as in BW 

queries. Instead, it restricts all dimensions either to fixed values or to all values 

• If we apply multiple calculations to the result (lookups, restrictions, multiplications, etc.) the 

story refresh may slow down dramatically even on relatively small datasets 

• If we join two or more data sources in the model sorting or filtering by measure is impossible  

 

Model and Data Load Related 

• Editing mapping in transformations when connecting data sources (data import) to models is 

problematic – you must copy/recreate 

• Assigning public dimensions (master data objects) is only possible to blank models 

• Limitation on acquired data: 800k rows and 100 columns per data source 

• Limitations when Combine/Join, cannot combine with already loaded data 

• Mapping source to model fields often times out and has limited ETL capabilities 

• Replacing model with another one in the story is not possible, only adding/linking models is 

possible, or creating a new story based on a new model. This way you lose all 

developments/calculations linked to the story if you change the model. 
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• Limitations in data modelling (joins and unions) – do data preparation externally 

• Scheduling data load jobs in a chain does not seem to be possible at the moment, even though it 

is required to load master data (public dimensions) prior to transactional data 

• Rejected records are available in a log after each load. However, specific reason for rejection is 

not mentioned in the log, often it is hard to identify. You have to experiment with source data 

and mapping to identify and fix data load issues 

• Calculation possibilities in the model and in the story are different, some functions you can use 

on either side, others are unique for story or model (e.g. Lookup function is available only at the 

model level, while dimension to measure conversion can be done at the story level only) 

• Data preparation/transformations (or SAP calls it data wrangling in SAC) has limited capabilities 

today. In some cases, automatic function maps your source fields to dimension texts, and you 

cannot remap it manually to IDs unless you change your source 

• It is common in complex formulas to get a confusing result that does not help identifying the 

cause of the problem: “The system could not calculate a value for unknown reasons.”   

• In some cases when changing a formula in the model results are not reflected in the story 

immediately, or sometimes not even after story Refresh. You may need to remove/add 

dimension in the story in order to see the new formula taking effect 

 

Currency Conversion 

• Planning license is needed to create or edit Currency Conversion tables 

• Once you have enabled currency conversion, selected currency rates table and saved the model 

you cannot change the currency rates table for the model any more 

• Currency conversion must be defined on the source measures in the Account dimension, it is not 

sufficient to do it on derived/calculated measures  

 

Planning with BPC 

• BPC Live connection – 2 or more structures are not supported 

• Time dimension capabilities are limited (e.g. Period 13) 

 

Smart Capabilities 

• Smart discovery/predict/insights is not available yet on Live data sources 

• Integration between Smart Predict and Planning Model (Data Action feature – a kind of ETL for 

Planning, a provider in Planning). The effort to integrate is quite substantial. SAP promises to 

simplify the process. 
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Useful Links 
• SAC features available by license 

• SAC Roadmap 

• SDWC and SAC Roadmap 

• Data Connection Options 

• SAC Support matrix 

• Smart Discovery vs. Smart Insights 

• Performance Best Practices 

 

Bright Potential for SAC 
Despite of numerous existing limitations already today SAC is a powerful tool for BI, Analytics, Predictive 

and business planning scenarios. We have been able to set up a complex consolidation application in 

SAC for an international organization with a dozen of legal entities. The solution included multiple 

stories for near real-time P&L dashboards with jump to detail reports, applying custom overhead 

distribution, consolidation rules and currency conversions.  

With regular updates delivered by SAP we can count on improvements and fixes that will make SAP 

Analytics Cloud more mature and advanced. In my humble opinion, SAP Data Warehouse Cloud together 

with SAP Analytics Cloud have a good potential for replacing existing on-premise SAP Analytics 

solutions, such as SAP BO, Lumira, SAP BW and SAP BPC. 

 

 

Sergei is an experienced business consultant with a degree in Applied Mathematics 

and an MBA in International Business Management. Having worked across a broad 

range of industries including retail, finance, insurance, FMCG and energy, he knows 

how to deliver successful consulting projects to his clients. Sergei believes that 

modern Data Analytics technologies are key for succeeding in challenging business 

environment and staying ahead of competition. He is excited about helping his 

customers to excel in this domain. You may contact Sergei by email at peleshuk@biportal.org   
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